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Environmental Liability 
Every cylinder that is refused 

collection will purge its contents into 
the environment.  

Guaranteed.  
 

Without a cost-effective disposal option, holders of 
cylinders will either adopt “creative disposal” techniques 

or let them rust through. 
 



Methyl Bromide  
 
 
 
 
 

7 of these 12 MB cylinders had purged after 30-odd years 
of less-than-optimum storage. 



DDT 

Improper, long-term storage is 
a common occurrence. 



Other 

How long until 
these purge? 



Cost of Disposal 

Limited budgets 
 drive the stewardship decisions of 

disposal program managers. 
 
 

Program managers will always seek the option that gives 
them the largest return on their investment. 



Parathion 
Cost: $1428.13  

These next slides show the respective costs of five cylinders 
that were disposed of properly in 2012. 



Methyl Bromide 
Cost: $2435.63 each 



Dithiono 
Cost: $2825.63 

Because of the rust, this cylinder 
required the use of a salvage 
cylinder for transport. 



Pyrethrin 

2008 2012 

Cost: $2663.13 

This slide shows how quickly a 
cylinder can rust to the point 
that it also required a salvage 
cylinder for transport. 



  Bottom Line: 
 

5 cylinders @ $12,267.18  
 

-vs- 
 

8,762 pounds of “regular” 
pesticides for the same price. 

 

Which will you choose?  
If budgets are tight, disposal program managers will 

leave the cylinders behind. 



! Charles Treleaven - Clean Harbors 
Environmental Services 
•  Cylinder collection procedures, hazards, 

remediation process 
 

! Ricky Keck - TriEst Ag Group 
•  Handling and storage of old cylinders, and 

stewardship take-back programs. 



What did I learn? 

Cylinder Disposal Research: 



Legacy Whitmire cylinders 

No stewardship program from BASF 



Legacy CB cylinders 

No stewardship 
program from FMC 



VA Chemical/ 
        Technical Products/ 
                  HUB States cylinders 

No existing company = No 
stewardship program 



Out of business. Out of Luck. 



! Methyl Bromide 
! Chloropicrin 
! Vikane 

Labels from currently registered fumigants 
require unused product be returned to the 
distributor or registrant.  



Good News:  
1.  Only gaseous fumigants are currently being 

packaged in cylinders. 

2.   Finite number of legacy cylinders. 

Bad News:  
1.   The number is undefined. 
 
2.   Reducing it will take collaboration and money. 



! Registrants, EPA, states, user industries 
and other stakeholders should evaluate 
their positions on pesticide cylinders to 
find ways to include cylinder disposal in 
their stewardship efforts. 



Tomorrow Morning… 
 
•  6:30 
Breakfast Roundtable:  
Cylinder Disposal Incentives & Options 
 
•  9:15 
General Disposal Q & A Session:  
Open forum with expert panel 


